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Steinway Baby Grand Piano, Nicholas J. Bott, and Nomura Silver Feature at 
Michaan’s in February  

 
February at Michaan’s Auctions will begin with the gallery auction on Friday the 10th, and 
continue with the annex auction on Monday the 13th through Wednesday the 15th. Fine goods 
and antiques from an array of genres and styles will be offered at the Gallery Auction, including 
a Steinway piano, a painting by Nicholas J. Bott, and a five piece Japanese silver teaset by 
Nomura. 
 
Friday’s auction will begin with a sprawling collection of furniture and decorative arts, such as 
vessels like a Yokut woven basket, circa 1900 ($600-$900), and a Zia pottery vessel by Elizabeth 
Medina (b. 1956)($500-$800), widely considered the most skilled Zia potter working today and 
known for incorporating intricately painted geometric and faunal designs. February also offers a 
Steinway baby grand piano with a bench ($4,000-$7,000) for the pianist in need of a Steinway. 
 
Bidders this month will find fine art from a range of periods, from an oil on canvas, Landscape 
of Figure in Boat Overlooking Castle (1850) by Edmund Johann Niemann (British, 1813-
1876)($700-$1,000) to a signed Keith Haring (American, 1958-1990) poster, Safe Sex! ($600-
$900). This auction also brings an oil on canvas by Nicholas J. Bott (Canadian, 1941-2021), 
Mountain Lake Scene ($2,000-$3,000). Inspired by Vincent Van Gogh and the Canadian Group 
of Seven, Bott developed a style that distills Canadian landscapes into bold outlines, thick 
brushstrokes, and a vibrant palette, of which this piece is a brilliant example. 
 



This month brings no shortage of fashionable jewelry in a broad selection of materials and 
designs, such as a diamond, ruby, 18k yellow gold bunny brooch ($400-$600) and a sapphire, 
14k yellow gold bee brooch ($300-$500). A collection of diamond and gold jewelry to elevate 
any ensemble will be offered, including a diamond, 18k two-tone gold curb link bracelet 
($3,000-$5,000), a 14k yellow gold brushed link bracelet ($1,500-$2,500), and a 14k yellow gold 
fringe link necklace ($2,000-$3,000)  
 
Friday’s auction will conclude with Asian art from a variety of genres, including silver, ceramics, 
jade, and furniture like a Chinese floor screen inlaid with semi-precious stone fauna ($1,800-
$2,500) or, on a smaller scale, a Chinese jade carving of an elephant ($2,000-$3,000). Bidders 
can find silver such as a Chinese export silver mug embossed with figures in a courtyard scene 
($1,000-$1,500), or a five piece Japanese silver teaset made by Nomura ($6,000-$8,000). 
 
For greatest ease of browsing and bidding, download the Michaan’s app. The complete auction 
calendar, and realized prices from previous auctions can be viewed at michaans.com. 
 


